Have You Tried Our Artifact-Free Sponges Yet?
If you've noticed a theme in our radiology accessories, you've probably noticed that it's our goal to offer products that improve upon
our industry's standards and provide solutions to problems that plague technologists on a daily basis. From Techno-Aide's beginning,
our aim is to solve problems and one of the best examples of this is our innovative line of positioning sponges that have been a game
changer since their recent unveiling. We're talking about our radiolucent Stealth-Cote and Stealth-Core sponges which represent a
giant leap forward in positioning sponge technology. If you haven't tried these amazing accessories yet, let us take this time to give
you a little background on why they're going to make such dramatic difference in your daily work life.
3 Reasons You'll Love These Sponges
First, they're completely radiolucent. Older sponges leave behind artifacts which can lead to
repeat testing, adding more work for you and more worry for your patient. With StealthCote sponges, radiologists are going to love the images you provide. The 2nd reason is that
they are easy to clean. There's no need in taking the extra step of covering the sponge in
plastic. Other sponges (especially the non-coated sponges) are easily stained and need more
intensive cleaning. This isn't a problem with these positioning sponges, which make sanitizing quick and easy. The 3rd benefit of these sponges is the superior level of stability they
provide during the imaging
procedures. Due to the sturdiness of the materials they're
manufactured with and their wide base, you'll ensure a level of stability that you just won't
find in those outdated positioning sponges.

How We Did It
By experimenting with the dimensions of the conventional radiology sponges, we found
a way to manufacture a solution that still allowed technologists to perform imaging
procedures in the way they've become accustomed to without the line artifacts that
are typically left behind. With these dimensions, you can still use the sponges at the
angles you need without losing stability. In addition to the dimensions, we chose the
perfect materials for making these completely radiolucent positioning sponges.
Of all the radiology accessories that will make your life a little easier, this is one you
simply cannot pass up. Try these amazing sponges and you’ll find that your images are clearer and your time is used more efficiently.
Don’t waste any more time with those outdated positioning sponges of the past. Upgrade your inventory today and come learn more
about Techno-Aide’s amazing new radiology positioning aids.

